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The Alaska Craftsman Home Program (ACHP) began in March of 1987. It was conceived as an
educational program aimed at improving the quality, energy efficiency and marketing of homes
specifically designed to survive the Alaskan climates. The program has developed a fun technical
residential specification, a building manual, an educational program, and a network of educated builders
and homeowners. Homes built to the specification of ACHP follow strict stipulations; air leakage is
tightly controlled, insulation levels are climatically determined, and mechanical ventilation is required.
These specifications are ensured by a blower door test for air-tightness, and a ventilation certification
program.

&.t\fter five years of marketing and educational efforts, a ~urvey of homeowners and a monitoring effort to
measure the performance of the certified homes is reported. A condensation of the survey results is also
included to encompass some of the more subjective responses to the performance of the ACHP homes
and their perceived advantages and disadvantages. Two types of information were utilized in assembling
this comparative study:

1. A homeowner survey was employed to measure attitudinal responses to the
of the occupants, and modes of use of the home.

2. A direct of all energy COl1sum]:~tloln was obtained from
the actual use compared to that in the H0T2000 simulation.

Introduction

level of satisfaction

The Alaska Craftsman Home
co()pe:rative venture in V'Ih~",..1t"II"Il"f""iI'ib'1' r.r

and Alaskans about the apl)COrpnate
for residential structures in the wide range of
severe climates in'Alaska. In 1987 when the program was

it was clear that Alaskans needed an edu-
cational network to the and its
customers informed of advances in other of the
world.

ACHP has been that network and has also evolved into a
acc;epltea source of state-of-the-art infor-

mation for cold climates. ACHP began its life as a
co()pe:catlve effort of both Public and forces. The
n'it"1II,n1n<QI= 'l'Vaf'n'1II"'nr"J;'it"~'tn1?"C! of the idea were the University of
Alaska COjDPe~ratlve Extension Service, the Alaska Depart
ment of and Affairs-Energy Divi

Rated Homes of Alaska, and the critical
sector participation' from the Alaska State

Homebuilder's Association. This uniquely forged alliance
to be durable and and a

educational corporation, Inc., was formed in 1990
to carry forward with the mission of the original volunteer
effort. As a result of theinfonnation network is

established in Alaska, and Alaskans are now more
aware than ever before that th~y can liv~ in durable,
affordable, comfortable, and healthy homes and can bene
fit from these in the shelter

the attempt to raise the quality of housing in Alaska
came the need to set a level of quality assurance, to
ensure that quality was built into homes. To accomplish
this, the ACHP enlisted a technical advisory committee of
v~lunteers to establish a set of performance specifications
to enable houses to be certified. This has been done for
three years,and although it is often a long process, certi
fication has resulted in registry of 27 homes as of
January, 1992.

utilizes a Building Manual 'as its main encyclopedia
of building information. The program also publishes a
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hi-monthly newsletter of housing technology entitled
Northern Building Science, which provides updated infor
mation on building techniques to people who have taken
the 2-day educat~onaI workshop. These educated builders
receive a year's subscription as part of the workshop
benefits. ACHP provides this workshop as part of educa
tional requirements for contractor licensing. This new
responsibility has only been in effect since 1991, and it
has kept the demand steady for the workshop and educa
tion, and has given the program wide exposure in the
building industry.

Although the 1987-90 period was an abysmal slump.in
new housing starts, the market has improved substantially
in the past year'. The slump was a major factor in the slow
adoption of the ACHP model for housing construction.
And, consequently a track record for the ffreal world"
performance of ACHP certified homes has been slow to
emerge. But, nothing makes a case for a housing system
which incorporates energy efficiency better than a real
world track record. So for the past three years, ACHP has
steadily increased the number of certified homes, so that a
proven track record of their performance could be estab-

lished. Although homes have been certified in most of the
climatic zones in Alaska, as of January 1992, only 20
have been occupied for more than a year and therefore
have a heating season of data available. (See Figure 1 for
Alaska locator map). These 20 homes define the sample
for this study..

The certification process of the Alaska Craftsman
Program Home Program deserves some special attention,
because it is rigorous and allows for quality control in the
airtightness and ventilation system of the home. Through
blower door testing, inspection of the air-vapor barrier of
the home during construction, and certification of the
ventilation system, the structural integrity is ensured and
mechanical ventilation guaranteed. The "technical speci
fications," as they are called, are spelled out in consider
able detail in the first appe~dix of the Alaska Craftsman
Home Building Manu.al (Appendix A ,1988, second edi
tion). This manual serves as the technical reference and
teaching resource in the educational courses delivered
through the program. Using the manual and educational
workshop as the technical basis of the certification
specifications, ACHP has established a very high standard
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Figure 1,. Locator Map - ACHP Homes in Alaska
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@ The encouraged use of high quality building products
an1"u"nn1f'1l~t,:2> to the residential application and climate..

@ ACHP Homes environmental determinants
(homes are "tuned" by simula-

and meet all local code and life

@ Continuous fresh air, delivered through controlled
mechanical' ventilation is required in ACHP homes.
This improves indoor air quality and helps maintain
the health of the occupants.

data. In each case, records of actual utility bills were
sought. The survey also contains data which give a good
indication of occupancy and utilization patterns. These can
radically affect energy consumption, and are utilized to
interpret any performance data questions which arose. By
interpreting the surveys and actual energy use of the
houses, a validation of the H0T2000 program is also
possible. For marketing and credibility concerns, it is
deemed very important by ACHP, Inc. to determine to
what extent the HOTIOOO program is a good predictor of
actual energy use and costs, and where it may have con
sistent flaws or weaknesses. The results of the validation
of HOTIOOO are reported.

Normalization of the heating degree-day data was neces
sary in the development of this analysis.. It was accom
plished by a direct comparison to data available from the
National Climatic Center (NCC, 1989-91) for the loca
tions of the homes in the ACHPstudy group. Since the
PRISM method was not available to the author in time to
use for this analysis, a more simplistic annual ratio
method was used. The annual heating degree-day (HDD)
sum for the given year of interest was simply divided by
the long term average HDD for the period of record at the
site.. Normalization of performance comparisons were then
accomplished in the following way: The normalized ratio
of heating degree-days calculated as described above, was
used to correlate the actual total energy used by dividing
the total energy use by the normalization factor. This puts
the actual energy use in a form which enables it to be
compared to the predicted energy use as cal,culated by
H0T2000 .. The normalization also accounts for variability
in heating energy use in any given·year as a result of that
year being proportionally colder or warmer than the long
term "average year", indicated by the average HDD
value.

In cases in this study, the years of record (1989, 1990,
and 1991) were each warmer years than average in the
locations of the certified. homes. In addition, some homes
were modelled with H0T2000 using the climatic data
from a city different from the actual location, because the
climatic data for the given location was not part of the
HOTIOOO data file. This caused a rather peculiar diffi
culty for the normalization of weather data. The use of an
alternative weather data file occurred for many locations:
Sitka was modeled with Kodiak data, Healy and Nenana
with Fairbanks data, Petersburg with Juneau data,
Anchorage and Wasilla with Palmer da41, and Cordova
with Yakutat data. A total of nine of the homes in the
sample required this doubly complex readjustment of the
normalized climatic data because of this lack of local data
in the H0T2000 program. However credible results are
achieved in the normalization because the National

pproachesearch

rfhis uses the ACHP certification process,
with a written survey of homeowners as the data
sources. ACHP certification a pre-construction

the HOTIOOO program developed in
the Canadian R-2000 program, to test an entire set of
building size the specify

for insulation levels and and so on.
HOTIOOO uses an thermal heat loss

based on local heating degree-days and site con-
ditions as basement and soil types), to evaluate the

and its thermal before it is
built. The result is that each certified ACHP home has a

which was
calculated before and which is used. as a
pre;dlctor for the energy use of the "as-built" house.

@ Continuous air-vapor retarders are a critical
construction item in Alaska, where controlling air
leakage is essential to comfort and the control of
moisture transport into and through the building
envelope.

@ High levels of thermal insulation, especially a high
integrity thermal envelope, which ensures lower
heating demands and lowers the resultant resource use
and pollution of the environment.

of construction quality, and has educated more than 2500
Alaskans, leading the way in establishing state-of-the-art
building techniques and technical awareness in Alaska.
Five elements are central" to the ACHP home building
system. They are:

This uses these H0T2000 runs as the predicted
nll=l'llr"tn'il""Ml"'Il~!:lll"U",:2> for ACHP homes.. In order to determine the
actual and total energy use in the homes, a
detailed survey was sent to each ACHP homeowner.. The
survey form was aimed at getting a marketing database
and testimonials, as well as energy and utility consumption
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Cllmatic Center (1989-91) publishes heating degree-day
data for all the home locations, by monthe This is the
information used in this study to "clean up" and normalize
the climatic data for the performance comparison~

The Sample

A list of the surveyed ACHP homes is given in Table Ie
The file number is the sequential ACHP registration
number, and the city where the home is located is given _
along with 'the code. In addition, Figure 2 shows, in

the form of a histogram, the comparison of the predicted
energy use for the sample of 13 ACHP homes, to the
actual' energy use for at least one year of recorde

Sample Attrition

For -only 13 of the 20 certified homes (with more than one
year of residency) do we now have either performance
(typically actual billings) data or a fully reported
homeowner survey, from which the performance data can
be obtained. This attrition is due to the short
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duration of occupancy for many of the ACHP homes in
the original sample of 20, or the inability to obtain reliable
performance data from the owner or occupant.

Discussion of the Data

operation was radically different from the anticipated
typical family use, as it was used as a commercial auto
motive painting shop on weekends during which the
attached garage was left open to the Alaskan winter for
required ventilation.

Comparisons of the actual and predicted total. energy use
of thirteen homes are tabulated in Figure 2. There are
many complicating elements of this study, which lead to
the need for considerable discussion and interpretation.
The largest discrepancy betWeen the predicted and actual
energy use in a certified home occurred in the first ho~e
to be certified, 89-01. The difference was huge: the home
used 219% of the predicted energy use in the first year of
operation. However, as the first house built to ACHP
specifications, it was unique in two ways: first, it was
built by a high school carpentry trades class, second, its

For a majority of the homes in this sample the actual
energy use exceeded the use predicted by the HOTIOOO
simulation. There were eight such homes in all, seven in
addition to 89-01, described above. The mean percentage
by which the actual use exceeded the prediction was 75%,
while the range was 7.2%-219%. For the five cases where
the use was actually less than the HOTIOOO p~ediction,

the .range was 6-50%. Since there were only five cases it
is not valid to draw a mean. Both these ranges are
instructive, because it is unlikely that a climatic data
normalization would account for more than a 10%

TOTALANNUAL ENERGYUSE

forCERIlFIEDAClIPHOMES: Predicted --- vs. Actual

Energy Use
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The fmal house in the set which used less than the
predicted energy use was located in Petersburg, Alaska, a
fishing-based community on Mitkof Island in Southeast,
Alaska. The family's main livelihood is commercial
fishing, and the p'ersonal motivation and lifestyle of· the
owners was a major factor in their adoption of the ACHP
home' as a goaL

Anchorage homeowner has a home in the $300,000 range.
All of the certified homes except 90-11( previously noted
as a spec home), are custom homes and one-of-a-kind.
Although this is not necessarily the road to broad accep
tance,. it continues to be the dominant characteristic of
new ACHP homes, and of the Alaska market generally.

House 90-06 is in Healy, Alaska, where one of Alaska's
most active coal industries operates. The owner of
this house is employed by the coal mining company, and
heats with coal which he brings home by 'pick-up truck.
While the accuracy of the amount of coal the family used
is always in question, the owner does measure it and the
estimate is used in the heating calculation. ~s home
comes very close to the predicted energy use: under by
6 %. The coal heating system is an airtight stove. This
family also is very frugal and energy conscious, and have
some of the most energy efficient appliances available,
including a Sunfrost refrigerator. A factor in their energy
pla.nruLn2 for the home was that they were not on the
electrical grid for the first several months of occupancy,
but now are. This may influence their energy use in the
futuree

Equally interesting is a closer look at the certified homes
which actually used less than the predicted energy. These
include 89-02, 90-03, 90-07 (all Wasilla), 90-06 (Healy),
and 91-004 (Petersburg). Home 89-02 is one of the first
ACHP homes and is characteristic of the group in that
these homeowners are all highly motivated and. energy
conscious, and wanted to have the best available housing
they could afford to build. Home 90-03 is one of only two
owner-built houses in the group. This home had no
records available for the electrical use, but a comparison
of the heating energy use was made, and on that compari
son only, this house used 50 % of the· predicted energy
for heating. A closer look at the total energy use of this
home may bring it closer in line with HOTIOOO predic
tions ~s it has a block heater for an automobile, a hot tub,
well pump, and other electrical amenities.

There are also some very unique homes for which the
data is compiled. For instance, home 90-07 is a retrofit
house, and is predominantly heated with woods Wood is
notoriously difficult to estimate as a heating fuel because
the efficiency of the wood stove is unknown.

variation in these comparisons, and all but two of the
deviations from the prediction are greater than 10%. In
the set of homes which used less than the predicted
energy,. all were .fairly closely grouped. While it is diffi
cult to get a true trend from such a small data set, it does
seem that the variations from the H0T2000 prediction are
either 35 percent high or 35 percent low. Clearly the
H0T2000 prediction is not very accurate in predicting the
actual energy use, and this realization bears some detailed
further discussion.

A review of the typical set of conditions entered in the
H01'2000 computer simulation is a good place to begin a
search for the weaknesses in the simulation as a predictor.
A simulation is only as good as the input data. One clear
trend in reviewing the data for actual energy use, is that
the electrical energy use is the greatest variable in the total
end use of enf{rgy. And here is also a clear cause of the
poor correlation between actual and predicted energy use.
The standard value for daily electrical energy use is con
C!llC!il·pntll.l used in the simulation (this is not the default

but it is used in the same way), 16 kwh/day. This
is a national average number and is reasonable, but clearly
does not reflect the different results in the real ACHP
homes~ For the homes in Southeast Alaska, (Petersbl;!rg,
.1 'W..t.Jl........"I~ .. and where hydroelectricity is available~and

the energy of the electrical use is clearly well
this number~ These homes also don't have

block heaters or as many winter
use n electrical and demands as homes in other
areas of the state. The homes in this group have a per
formance within 20-30 % of the predicted energy use

91-01, In other areas of the state,
the reasons for the variation are as variable as the houses.
One correlation with energy use is the market cost
of the home: the more the home, the more

it is that the actual energy use will exceed the pre
dicted use. House 90-02 fits this and its cost was
UlIkA~,",~'; ~";'IJ""§. It has amenities like a Jen-air kitchen ventila-

central vacuum and a whirl-
hot and its energy use was 74% above the pre-

diction~ House 90-11 also fits this and was a specu
lative house built in Anchorage and is in the same price
range. It has a and amenities, and it's
energy use was 44% above the While this is
not it is also true that these homeowners are
also very satisfied with their homes. A comment from an
ACHP certified homeowner is reflective of this typically

response- to ACHP nOur home is yielding
apl,rOXlrnately the same rate of return as a taxable money

but I don't have to pay taxes on the energy
as the are after tax expenses" s

there are some very sophisticated and
ACHP homeowners whose rationale for

their is complex and often uniques This



In 1989, at a conference on energy efficient buildings,
Lawton (1989) reported on the homeowner survey work
which was done in Canada for the R-2000 program. The
R-2000. program has many characteristics and program
matic goals siniilar to the Alaska Craftsman Home
Program. Follow-up surveys from 198 R-2000 home
owners who had occupied their homes for more than one
year were analyzed and the results reported. The results
provide an interesting comparison with the results of, t~e
ACHP homeowner survey done as part of this study.

..~

The most striking revelation about the ACHP homes is the
overwhelmingly positive endorsement the homes receive
from their owners and occupants. In no case in the
surveys returned did the occupant negatively condemn the
house·. And the homes which performed with greater
energy use than predicted were not criticized at all due to
this shortcoming. Most Alaskan buyers are so used to
huge energy biBs and high energy consumption in their
homes, that a 90% increase in the predicted use is still so
much better than the standard home that they are hardly
noticing this shortcoming.
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ACHPe InCe Certified Home files.
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the quality, durability and energy efficiency of Alaskan's
homes. Thanks also to Dwight Pollard, Acting State
Climatologist for the state of Alaska, who obtained the
heating degree day data for this study.

So, if the marketing question is, "Do the ACHP homes
deliver what they promise?", the answer is, "Not quite."
But if the questions include, &I Are the homes of high
quality?~', "Do th~y comniand a good market price?", and
"Do they result in satisfied customers and good pub
licity?" , then the answer is a resounding "Most
defmitely! If The ventilation requirement for ACHP homes
is also probed with the survey. An ACHP homeowner in
Sitka, where it is characteristically cool in the midst ~f a
humid temperate rainforest, stated, "The HRV system has
made living in Southeast Alaska a possibility.notherwise
there would be too much mold and mildew accumulation,
especially in the summer months." Another owner from
Cordova (also a humid rainforest climate in Prince
William Sound) comments: "My wife was diagnosed with
'Sport's Asthma,' and prescribed expensive medication.
Once we moved into our ACHP home, an her symptoms
disappeared. "

Clearly there are both tangible and often intangible
benefits from mechanical ventilation which are only
beginning to get a test and acceptance in the world of
residential housing technology.
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